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Abstract. In the context of f (R) modiﬁed gravity theories we determine that the black holes
existence is determined by the sign of a parameter dependent of the mass, the charge, the spin
and the scalar curvature. We obtain the different astrophysical objects derived from the presence of
different horizons. Thermodynamics for this kind of black holes is studied for negative values of the
curvature, revealing that we can distinguish between two kind of BH: fast and slow.
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BLACK HOLES STRUCTURE AND THERMODYNAMICS
Black holes (BH) properties have been widely analyzed in many different gravitational
theories [1, 2, 3, 4]. Although General Relativity (GR) has been the most successful
gravitational theory, different questions, such as the necessary introduction of dark
matter [5, 6, 7, 8] and dark energy [9, 10] to describe the late expansion of the Universe,
suggest to study alternative gravitational interactions [11], and in particular, f (R)
theories inside the metric formalism [12].
Since we are looking for constant curvature R0 vacuum solutions for ﬁelds generated
by massive charged objects, the appropriate f (R) action leads to the modiﬁed ﬁeld
equations:









In Boyer-Lindquist coordinates, the axisymmetric, stationary and constant curvature






























)− 2Mr + q2/(1+ f ′(R0)), ρ2 := r2 + a2 cos2 θ ,
Δθ := 1 + R0/12a2 cos2 θ , Ξ := 1 + R0/12a2, where M, a and q (with Q ≡
q/ (1+ f ′(R0))1/2) denote the mass, spin and electric charge parameters respectively,
and the scalar curvature R0 is given by R0 = 2 f (R0)/( f ′(R0)−1).Towards New Paradigms: Proceeding of the Spanish Relativity Meeting 2011AIP Conf. Proc. 1458, 439-442 (2012); doi: 10.1063/1.4734454©   2012 American Institute of Physics 978-0-7354-1060-2/$30.00439
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Figure 1. Graphics showing positions of horizons as solutions of the equation Δr = 0. On the left
panel (R0 < 0) we show the cases h > 0 (I, BH with well-deﬁned horizons, dashed with dots), h = 0 (II,
extremal BH, continuous line) and h < 0 (III, naked singularity, dashed). On the right panel (R0 > 0) we
represent the cases h < 0 (I, BH with well-deﬁned horizons, dashed with dots), h = 0 (II, extremal BH
and III, extremal marginal BH, continuous line), and h> 0 (IV, naked singularity and V, naked marginal
singularity, dashed).
The horizons are found as the roots of the fourth order equation Δr = 0. The existence
of real solutions for this equation is given by the so called horizon parameter: h [13].
It is remarkable that, from a certain positive value of the curvature Rcrit0 onward, the
h factor goes to zero for two values of a, i.e., apart from the usual spin for which the
BH turns extremal, there is now a spin lower bound, below which the BH turns into a
marginal extremal BH.
To study the different thermodynamical properties of Kerr-Newman BH in f (R) the-








| g | (R0+ f (R0)−FμνFμν) ,
We can distinguish between two kinds of BH on this subject depending on the
values of the a, q and M parameters and scalar curvature R0: i) fast BH, without phase
transitions and always positive heat capacity. ii) slow BH, which presents two phase
transitions for two determined values of the horizon radius.




















2) , S = (1+ f ′(R0))AH4 , C = T ∂S∂T
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Figure 2. For R0 = −0.2, we graphically display temperature (up to the left), heat capacity (up to the
right), and the free energy (down to the left) of a BH as functions of the mass parameter M for the cases:
I) a = 0.5 and Q = 0 : “slow” BH that shows a local maximum temperature Tmax and a local minimum
temperature Tmin at the points where the heat capacity diverges, taking the latter negative values between
Tmax y Tmin. II) a ≈ 0.965 and Q = 0 : limit case where Tmax and Tmin merge, hence resulting on an
inﬂection point in the temperature and an always positive heat capacity. III) a = 1.5 and Q = 0 : “fast”
BH with both temperature and heat capacity monotone growing (always positive too). It can be seen that
all the conﬁgurations acquire a value F < 0 from a certain value of M onward, given by r limitext . The values
of Mmin, with T = 0 and C = 0, correspond to an extremal BH. Down to the right, for R0 =−0.2 aswell,
we display the regions in which BH behave as “slow” or “fast” BH.
with AH the area of the horizon of the BH. The multiplicative factor 1+ f ′(R0) has
to be positive in order to assure a positive mass and entropy for this kind of BH.
The existence of Kerr-Newman BH, as well as the thermodynamical quantities that
deﬁne BH stability, depend upon the chosen f (R) model range of parameters.
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